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in general case of inhomogeneous bodies, it is better to use mean density in the denition of w. As an example, for












This is the maximal possible value of compactness factor for homogeneous bodies.











The dependence of compactness factor w for quasi-symmetric concavo-convex lens on central thickness H is shown in












which is also shown in Fig. 3.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we present here the analytic formula for gravitational energy of the homogeneous bispheric concavo-
convex lens, when the radii of curvature of both surfaces of the lens have the same absolute value. Both potential
energy and compactness factor are shown to be monotonic increasing functions of relative central thickness of the lens.
As to applicational aspect of the concavo-convex lens problem, we may mention the modelling of the solar system's
small bodies with large craters, such as Phobos with his large Stickney crater.
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FIG. 1. "Quasi-symmetric" bispherical concavo-convex lens. Radius of sphere is R = OA = OB = OE; central thickness
is H = DE; radius, a, of base of additional symmetric bispheric lens ABFD is a = AC = CF ; half-height, h, or central


























), of "quasi-symmetric" bispherical concavo-convex lens as function of
dimensionless central thickness H. Note that limit H  > 0 corresponds to "new-born-Moon"-like crescent and limit H  > 2
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. Also shown are series expansions according to Eq. (2).






FIG. 3. Compactness factor of "quasi-symmetric" bispherical concavo-convex lens as function of dimensionless central thick-
ness H, according to Eqs. (1), (3) and (5).Also shown is the series expansion according to Eq. (6).
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